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Kaplan&#39;s LSAT PrepTests 62-71 Unlocked features comprehensive explanations for every

question in the LSAC&#39;s official LSAT PrepTests Volume V. Reviewing a practice test is the key

to improving your score, and in PrepTests 62-71 Kaplan&#39;s LSAT experts deconstruct 10 actual,

official PrepTests to help you learn why you missed questions and how to get the right answers

more efficiently. Note: PrepTests 62-71 are not included in this book. You&#39;ll need to purchase

those separately.Comprehensive ReviewDetailed explanations for every questions and answer

choiceTest-taking strategies to help you score the most pointsSample sketchwork for logic

gamesSample roadmaps for reading comprehension passagesExclusive data and analysis of actual

test-taker performance and question difficulty to help you focus your efforts where you&#39;ll need

them mostGlossary with key terminology to help you think like the testmakerExpert GuidanceWe

know the test: Kaplan&#39;s expert LSAT faculty teach the world&#39;s most popular LSAT course,

and more people get into law school with a Kaplan LSAT course than all other major test prep

companies combined.Kaplan&#39;s expert psychometricians ensure our practice questions and

study materials are true to the test.We invented test prepÃ¢â‚¬â€•Kaplan (www.kaptest.com) has

been helping students for almost 80 years. Our proven strategies have helped legions of students

achieve their dreams.
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For almost 80 years, Kaplan Test Prep (www.kaptest.com) has been helping students grow their

knowledge, skills and confidence so they can be their best on Test Day. Our prep books and online

resources provide the expert guidance that students need at every step of their educational journey

Ã¢â‚¬â€œ incorporating years of test-specific data and strategies tested by Kaplan students and

our own expert psychometricians.Ã‚Â  After helping millions of students, we know what works. Our

guides deliver knowledge with clarity and simplicity while focusing on the specialized strategies that

keep test-takers ahead of the clock and at the top of their game. We offer preparation for more than

90 standardized tests Ã¢â‚¬â€œ including entrance exams for secondary school, college, and

graduate school, as well as professional licensing exams for attorneys, physicians, and nurses.Ã‚Â 

With a full array of self-paced and live online courses, as well as print books and mobile apps, you

can use Kaplan to study on your own schedule and at your own speed. KaplanÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s private

tutors and admissions consultants supplement those offerings with one-on-one support.

If you're struggling to prepare for the LSATs just by using the official materials and prep tests put out

by the LSAC, you need this book. You do also need to have the official PrepTest book with the

corresponding test numbers which is sold separately, but together these make a great package if

you need some extra help, are struggling to understand why some answers are correct and others

are not, or are looking to improve your understanding of the logic games. The PrepTest book

provides the practice tests, questions, and an answer key, and this book will you walk through the

answer choices step by step and provides detailed answer explanations for every question. As an

SAT, GRE, and LSAT tutor with twelve years of tutoring experience, I'm usually not a huge fan of

Kaplan books but this one is actually pretty helpful.

To get into a top law school, you need an excellent LSAT score, and that won't happen unless you

study and thoroughly prepare for the exam. To do well on the LSAT, you need to be able to handle

the material, but you also must be an expert at analyzing and recognizing types of multiple choice

questions, so that you can quickly pick out the correct answers to the questions and finish within the

allotted time.This superb Kaplan book, LSAT PREPTESTS 62-71 UNLOCKED:

DECONSTRUCTING 10 ACTUAL, OFFICIAL LSAT PREPTESTS VOLUME V, is the analytical and

explanatory companion to the book that contains LSAT PrepTests 62-71,Ã‚Â 10 Actual, Official,

LSAT PrepTests Volume V. You will need both books, because this Kaplan book does NOT include

the questions that it is breaking down and analyzing.This book includes an Introduction with

strategies for each of the four LSAT test sections (reading comprehension, logical reasoning, logic



games, logical reasoning). The introductory section teaches you how to identify patterns in the

questions, how to use sketches to figure out logic games, etc.The book then examines each of the

10 actual LSAT PrepTests in fine detail. Every multiple choice question is fully analyzed with

explanations of why one choice is correct and why each of the other four answers is wrong. There

are graphs showing which parts of the test were most difficult for the actual LSAT test-takers, the

locations of the most difficult questions, and more. There is also an interesting ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“7

CanÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t-Miss Features of PrepTest XXÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• section that points out the

most significant ways that each test differs from what is normally seen in LSATs.The ten PrepTests

were actually administered as LSATs; the LSAC releases three previously administered LSATs

each year as PrepTests for students to use in preparation for their own LSAT exam.

this book essentially dissects the test and provides detailed explanations of the answers. obviously

understanding what they are looking for and recognizing certain patterns is crucial to test taking

success. to that end this book is helpful. However you do need the companion test Prep books. I

think it is a disservice not have them included . Most students do not have an excess of funds and

books of this sort should include everything needed. That being said, this book is a useful tool for

understanding and mastering the LSAT..

Kaplan has long been a leader in test prep and study materials but lately seems to be lagging

behind David (another popular test prep provider). Added to the problem is the incomplete nature -

you have to buy the tests, you have to buy the study guide etc separate from one another. Now,

while that might seem like a way to save a bit of money by only purchasing what you need, the vast

majority will spend more money having to buy two instead of a single book.

Great set of tests. Not sure exactly what unlocked means...lol, but it is a great book that would help

anyone prepare for the LSAT.

Great Kaplan reference book to prepare for the LSAT test....great name brand and highly

recommended on .....

I'm not sure I feel prepared to take the lsat yet after using this guide.

This book is a collection of previously offered LSAT tests that are deconstructed to explain how to



arrive at the best response to the questions and essays. Each test has a deep level of detail to

assist the reader with following the logic necessary to successfully complete the test. The test is not

easy and a good study guide is essential if one is not investing in a private tutor or expensive online

study package.
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